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Introduction
“Where” are the Philosophers of Education in 1997?

Susan Laird
University of Oklahoma

Whether progress is viewed as a glass half empty or half full, the international environmental
agenda is increasingly crowded as the decade draws to a close. Extreme climatic events such
as the destructive tropical storms that ravaged North America and Asia in 1996 and the crop-
withering heat wave that claimed 465 lives in Chicago in the summer of 1995 have
heightened concern about the rising concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
Dangers to the natural world are seen in the thousands of species of amphibians, birds, and
mammals now threatened with extinction....The first step to action is awareness, and on this
front there are many signs of hope.1

The 7.1 million children growing up in poor communities today face tough odds. Research
predicts that they are at greater risk of being sick and having inadequate health care; of being
parents before they complete school; of being users of easily available drugs; of being
exposed to violence; and of being incarcerated before they are old enough to vote. Although
poor neighborhoods include individuals and families with extraordinary resilience and
strength, too many kids growing up in such environments will reach adulthood unprepared
to parent, to work, and to contribute to society.2

Are these the same worlds in which philosophers of education in 1997 have lived,
loved, thought, spoken, written, and taught? This 1997 yearbook of the Philosophy
of Education Society (PES) presents contributions primarily from its home conti-
nent North America, but also from Africa,3 Australia,4 Europe,5 and New Zealand.6

Except for the occasional but of late increasingly common independent scholar,
emeritus, or emerita, professional philosophers of education worldwide locate
themselves in universities and colleges. So what? A decade ago, in a volume such
as this, their locations would scarcely have been considered noteworthy. But the
concerns reflected in my epigraphs may suggest why philosophers of education are
starting to take serious note of where they are when they think, and more frequently
than ever before they are thinking in front of a computer screen.7

TOPICS, TOPOI, AND TOPOGRAPHY: PES 1997
Typically taking their own locations for granted as irrelevant to their thinking

just as most other academic philosophers still do, many contemporary philosophers
of education have deployed standard philosophical methods to engage analytic and
normative questions specifically in and about schooling, teacher education, critical
thinking instruction, and philosophy for children. But this volume contains scant
mention of such familiar topics, while the presidential essay by Dwight Boyd
actually questions the morality of failing to take into account one’s social location
in doing philosophy of education.

That is a brave question to raise in view of this volume’s contents. Debate over
questions of “inclusion” continues this year.8 Obviously most philosophers of
education are academic women and men and therefore either working class or
middle class, yet few write consciously from their gendered locations and even
fewer from their economic locations past or present. Most are white, but very few
write consciously from their racial locations. You will find some religious and ethnic
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diversity among this yearbooks’s contributors, a very few of whom have addressed
such topics. A few contributors are openly gay and lesbian and explicitly write from
those locations, but disability is scarcely acknowledged. Yet the few in each
category are starting to add up, so that appreciably more philosophers of education
this year than in years past do think and write from social locations that they make
explicit and relevant in their work. Still, it is common practice for a philosopher of
education to write as “just any philosopher who thinks clearly and soundly,” a stance
whose morality Boyd questions. Insofar as education is an inherently moral
endeavor, he argues, a philosopher of education must be aware of standing on “that
rackety bridge between self and other” with her or his own “mobs” if the work is not
to be morally fraudulent.9 On his view, it is a moral mistake for me as I write this
introduction to ignore any social location that establishes my relationship to
oppressed groups: I am morally obligated here to inform you that I am a white,
working-class, heterosexual, middle-aged, tenured, academic woman, of Anglo
ethnicity, postchristian, now able-bodied although born with a mild disability,
Oklahoman, and so on.

Barbara Houston warns, however, that it is also a moral mistake to assign
responsibility on the basis of such social location and that one should not take
responsibility without turning to others who can show one one’s own part in harms
done. “What ultimately matters,” she suggests, “are defiant deeds” on behalf of
others less fortunate.10 Commending the value of understanding how our identities
shape personal and professional doings “such as why I choose to work on some
topics and not others,” Victor Worsfold further suggests that a “comma list” such as
the one I have provided above needs to be “particularist” to be helpful; that is,
tailored to a situation and its purpose rather than reifying oppressive binary social
categories.11

His point of commendation recalls the classical rhetorical notion of topics, both
etymologically and pragmatically related to topoi, or loci: locations.12 Surveying the
topics philosophers of education in 1997 have found most worthy — and not worthy
— of their attention, this topography of the field will consider how those current
topics reflect — or fail to reflect — acknowledgment of its particular identifying
topoi. The survey will not only consider this volume’s own contents, but also some
of this year’s new books of likely interest to philosophers of education. Similarly,
besides the presidential essay, featured essays, and many other essays collected here,
this yearbook includes a cluster of critical essays about two landmark contributions
to the field’s redefinition, J.J. Chambliss’s Philosophy of Education: An Encyclope-
dia and Nel Noddings’s Philosophy of Education, as well as clusters of critical
essays about four other significant works by PES authors and editors: Dying to
Teach: Education and the Longing for Immortality by David Blacker; The Gender
Question in Education by Ann Diller, Barbara Houston, Kathryn Morgan, and
Maryann Ayim; The New Scholarship on Dewey edited by Jim Garrison; and
Rationality Redeemed? by Harvey Siegel.

Education is both the general common institutional topos and the general
definitive topic of the field, but this fact can be misleading, for the field’s topical
reach is broad indeed, and connections between topics and topoi are often indirect.
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Members of PES continue to discuss their old familiar educational topics informally
at conferences and write books and papers about them; this yearbook presents a very
few such essays, albeit such essays do take up timely concerns such as parental
empowerment, virtue ethics, development of citizens, and the cognitive revolu-
tion.13 So many PES members are employed within teacher preparation programs in
the United States that PES continues to participate in the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). Moreover, several editors of this
volume are actively engaged in teacher preparation and have themselves contributed
substantially to the philosophy of teacher education and schooling, as has this year’s
PES president Boyd.14 Therefore, this decade’s shift away from such formerly
favored topics, (especially evident in this yearbook) is not a consequence of editorial
policy or preferences skewed toward the work of those members employed within
departments of philosophy. Many philosophers of education are located in depart-
ments of philosophy, for philosophers of education, taking their lead from the likes
of John Dewey, Israel Scheffler, Jane Roland Martin, and Robert Ennis have always
regarded the sharp division between philosophy of education and general philoso-
phy as nonsensical. On this premise, too, philosophers of education need not be
located in departments of philosophy to engage in inquiries of the same sorts
undertaken by professors of philosophy, whose recent inquiries have taken a
markedly self-critical and urgently searching turn also apparent in this yearbook.15

PHILOSOPHY AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION IN 1997
Richard Shusterman, himself a professor of philosophy taking that turn, does

not claim to be a philosopher of education, and he does not cite Kids Count; but in
his book, Practicing Philosophy, his thinking about the art and aesthetics of rap
(unfortunately neglecting sista rap) as a “poetic alternative to crime” that challenges
modernity’s “very conception of philosophy” reflects a conscientious (and appar-
ently prefeminist) pragmatist’s critical alertness to the alarming situation detailed in
that report.16 He begins his unusual philosophical inquiry by self-reflectively
quoting these reproachful words from Henry David Thoreau’s Walden: “There are
nowadays professors of philosophy, but not philosophers. Yet it is admirable to
profess because it was once admirable to live.”17 Then, prefatory to his consideration
of male youth living in hip-hop culture, he asks, “What does it mean to be a
philosopher? Is it not enough to study, write, and teach this subject in some academic
institution, or does being a philosopher require something else, perhaps a special
way of living?”18 Concerned also to locate himself in relation to his own Jewish
identity, Shusterman is not the only philosopher,19 even if he is a rare philosopher,
posing such provocative questions and looking to both the lives and the works of
Dewey, Wittgenstein, and Foucault for insights that can help address them. Many
contributors to this volume make similar moves.20 They too are looking to popular
cultures for new conceptions of philosophical practice (such as Mary Leach’s “good
gossip”21), considering the complexities of cultural identities and social locations,22

thinking about arts and social ethics,23 interrogating the emotion/reason and mind/
body dualisms,24 and also critiquing modernism and reconstructing Pragmatism;25

albeit unlike Shusterman, they explicitly think of themselves as philosophers of
education and as educators.
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Shusterman’s analysis of rap as a philosophical life-practice, along with almost
all essays in this volume (except those by Ann Diller and Dilafruz Williams, does
set aside those preoccupations with the nonhuman natural environment for which
Thoreau is best known.26 But another professor of philosophy, Karen J. Warren,
directly connects ecological concerns with self-critical and social-ethical questions
like Shusterman’s in her newest edited collection Ecofeminism. In diverse ways its
articles take “the position that there are important connections between how one
treats women, people of color, and the underclass on one hand and how one treats
the nonhuman natural environment on the other.”27 Arguing that philosophers
should take seriously the available empirical data about sexual and post/colonial
oppression, trees and forests, water, food and farming, technologies, toxins, envi-
ronmental racism and ageism, and sexist-naturist language, she situates ecological
feminist philosophies within a multidisciplinary, multicultural context that includes
a “grassroots” global movement, often simultaneously political and spiritual.28

Citing what Warren calls “empirical women-nature connections” as seriously
consequential for children worldwide, educator Ruthanne Kurth-Schai has contrib-
uted to Warren’s book some necessary theorizing about how the subordination of
children and the oppression of women and nonhuman nature are mutually reinforc-
ing and intimately related.29 But otherwise philosophers of education are still slow
to consider such connections, and neither Warren’s collection nor this yearbook
includes discussions of environmental education, a field seldom considered by
either ecofeminists or philosophers of education. Yet another book new this year,
philosopher of education Jim Garrison’s Dewey and Eros, does critically engage the
feminist ethic of care and also inadvertantly offer some hope that philosophers of
education could soon more seriously consider such social-ecological women-nature
connections and their significance for children’s education — if awakened to our
location in an abused physical environment that increasingly imperils human life:
“Every day in every classroom choice we make, we answer life’s most momentous
questions: What is life (or teaching)? How should I live (or teach)? What does it
mean? Dewey answered: Whatever life is, it is a miracle and the live creature must
act to maintain its existence and grow.”30

HIGHER EDUCATION AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION IN 1997
A current flier from the American Association of University Professors, which

Dewey helped to found, warns that “The world we professors work in is under
attack.” But if philosophers of education, as live creatures concerned about main-
taining their own existence and growing, share this same embattled perception of
their world (and I know many in both Canada and the United States who do), their
writings this year scarcely reflect it. They have thought vigorously and rigorously
about problems in higher education,31 most often quite apart from questions about
preparation of future teachers and parents to educate children, not to mention
children who live in the worlds of my two epigraphs. Generally, however, philoso-
phers of education have not chosen to pose philosophical questions that might lend
some ethical cogency to the most controversial current issues reported and debated
in The Chronicle of Higher Education, for example: topics such as exploitation of
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non-tenure-track faculty and graduate students, erosion of shared governance,
undermining of tenure, attacks against affirmative action, campus censorship and
monitoring of electronic media, civility in academic discourse, political censorship
by academic presses, educational functions and dysfunctions of fraternities, aca-
demic inattention to the plight of adolescents, ethical imperatives for disciplining
college students (especially for sexual violence), a crisis in graduate education,
corporatization of the university, politicization of the university presidency, the
political economy of science, and the emergence of literary “ecocriticism.” This
Yearbook includes no critical thought on such provocative topics this year. But
cultural critic Cary Nelson’s Manifesto of a Tenured Radical and his edited
collection, Will Teach For Food: Academic Labor in Crisis, with Barbara Ehrenreich’s
foreword reflections on “What Yale Is Teaching Us,” could serve well as topical
sourcebooks for future work in philosophy of higher education.32 So too could Anita
Hill’s Speaking Truth to Power, an autobiographical study of the politics of sexual
harassment and racism, both in Washington, D.C. and on my own campus, the
University of Oklahoma, from which she resigned last year.33

Despite many private confessions of profound anguish within the ideologically
troubled and therefore often even anti-intellectual context of current North Ameri-
can campus life, contributors to this volume have directed their philosophical
energies elsewhere, toward their own most meaningful everyday educational
activities. Many have written philosophically in response to their own immediately
experienced problems in higher education, albeit problems that educators in other
contexts might also somehow encounter themselves and therefore understand:
Problems that directly affect the contributors’ own teaching, their own students’
learning, and their own broadly shared curriculum deliberations. For example,
Boyd, an international leader among theorists of moral education, presents himself
in the presidential essay as engaged in administrative conversations with faculty
colleagues who feel in various ways beleaguered by graduate students’ complaints
about the social politics of the curriculum in their department. All featured authors
in this volume are thinking about questions posed to them as teachers in higher
education. Nicholas Burbules, editor of the journal that PES co-sponsors, Educa-
tional Theory, presents himself sitting at his computer, getting lost “on the web”
while contemplating the difficulties of teaching a student who feels lost. Jeffrey
Ayala Milligan, a Peace Corps veteran new to the field, is teaching rural junior
college students near his own birthplace in the U.S. Bible Belt, talking with a faculty
colleague about the white southern Christian upbringing they have in common with
their students and contemplating the moral challenges that multicultural education
poses for their religious heritage and vice versa. Natasha Levinson, an assistant
professor of education and an active participant in the PES Women’s Caucus,
presents herself as a teacher of undergraduate Women’s Studies talking with a
faculty colleague who teaches Women’s Studies also, albeit from a popular and
taken-for-granted premise quite different from her own. Addressing themselves to
such contemporary practical concerns as educators, this year’s presidential and
other featured essayists engage in critical conversations with Plato, Wittgenstein,
Lorraine Code, Cornel West, and others.
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The epigraphs to this introduction only gloss situations that give philosophers
of education good reasons to take a long look at where they are standing in relation
to those situations, at where the field’s collective efforts are directed, and at where
they are not yet directed, but perhaps should be. Although its silences about social
ecology, political economy, and children’s (especially girls’) education are causes
for some self-critical reflection, 1997 was nonetheless an especially strong year for
PES’s Pragmatist tradition, for value theory generally, and for thought specifically
about teaching — all healthy signs in view of those epigraphs.

The Philosophy of Education Society thanks the University of Oklahoma for the generous support it
gave to the compilation of this volume. The editor also thanks Amy Sullivan for her extensive and clever
assistance to all the editors in processing manuscripts; Alven Neiman, Jim Giarelli, and Michael Katz
for their experienced guidance and hugely generous empathy as past yearbook editors; Rozilyn Miller
for her timely and resourceful bibliographic assistance in preparation of the introduction; Dwight Boyd
for his liberal presidential support and Diana Dummitt for her extraordinarily compassionate patience,
through demanding difficulties of various and complicated sorts that arose for me as work on this project
neared completion; Kal Alston, Scott Bilow, Maureen Ford, Jim Giarelli, Barbara Thayer-Bacon, and
Steve Tozer for reviewing double the usual number of manuscripts with such timeliness and thorough-
ness, and without complaints at one of the busiest phases of the academic year; and John Green for his
caring good humor throughout the project — even to the point of generously surrendering his own
computer in the middle of his own project when mine suddenly “died” as I was finishing the introduction.
So much for technology: I don’t know whether to thank it or not!
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